Materials
- tissue paper
- scissors
- hot glue gun
- lights of any kind (fairy, led, etc.)
- template of flower petals, lily pad, and stem

Instructions
1) cut out shapes from templates (petals, lily pad, and stem)
2) grab two tissue papers for each cut out (any color for flower)
3) just like in picture 2 put cut outs over tissue paper
4) trace the cuts outs onto the tissue papers so it’s easier to cut out

Instructions
1) cut the tissue along your trace to cut out the petals, lily pad, and stem
2) grab the tissue paper for the stem and roll into the size of the circles that you cut out for the lily pad and petals so it's the same size.
3) hot glue the stem edges like picture 3 and let sit
4) grab the lily pad and put hot glue around the inner circle but on top of the tissue paper (black circle)
Instructions
1) After grab the petals with rounded edges to put on top while the glue is still hot.
2) Repeat step above but with the 2nd set of petals on top of the petals you just glued to the lily pad.
3) Fold up the first 2 lily pads and if they don’t stay up you can hot glue the bottom to keep them up.
4) Glue the stem to the bottom of the lily pad.
5) Put lights through holes and let them show.